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ABSTRACT
In this paper we address the problem of eye detection in
greyscale images. We represent face image using topographic labels to alleviate detection under severe lighting
condition. The regions in topographic image are then described using regional invariant moments. The employed
moments are invariant to similarity transform. This enables
the proposed eye detection method to work under head
movement. In detection phase we first provide a candidate
list of points with pit label in topographic image. Image at
neighbourhood of each pair of pit points are compared with
eyes model using their corresponding feature vectors. Using
a Bayesian classifier we detect the pair of points with the
descriptors most similarity to the eyes. The result of experiments confirms the capability of proposed method for detecting eyes in face images.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Eye detection in 2D images is a crucial step in many machine
vision applications such as face detection, face recognition,
expression analysis. A proper solution for the addressed problem plays an important role in developing systems for new
applications such as measuring awareness of car drivers, human computer interaction (HCI), video conferencing and
disabled people aiding system. The success of these applications directly depends on accuracy and robustness of eye
detection. Significant variation of eye appearance in image
which is result of eye size, position of head, eye closing,
lighting condition and occlusion by hair and frame of glasses,
makes eye detection a challenge. The methods proposed for
eye detection in literature are classified in three categories:
template based, feature based and appearance based methods.
In the first group of methods a template based on sketch of
eye model is constructed. A given face image is matched
against the template to find the eyes location [1]. The success
of this approach totally depends on consistency of the model
and eyes from lighting condition, rotation and scaling points
of view. Regardless of this problem, computational complexity of this approach is high. The attempts in feature based
methods are to search for discriminative eye features in the
image such as eye corners, intensity of iris or colour distribution of iris [2]. These methods fail in case of partially occlusion or rotation of head in depth. Finally an appearance based
eye detection method aims to learn eye image using raw images. The learnt system is then ready to search for presence

of eye in image [3-5]. This approach requires a significant
number of learning images to handle variations such as rotation, size and scaling for eye detection.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) intensity image of eye (b) eye representation as a surface in 3D space

In this paper we propose a method similar to the last group
which learns eye model using its examples. But instead of
using intensity image to learn eye model we use topographic
features. In this representation an intensity image is considered as 3D function as shown in Figure 1.
As seen from this figure eye surface has an obvious local
minimum (pit) at centre surrounded by hillside features.
This gives us a hint that eyes can be detected by exploring
their terrain features.
Wang et al [6] proposed a method for eye detection based on
terrain feature matching. In this method, first a face image is
represented using topographic features from which a terrain
map is generated. The terrain map is composed of topographic labels. Second, similarity between the terrain map of
eye model and that of the test image is measured. The authors simply use the statistical distribution of terrain features
for comparing two terrain maps.
There are some problems with the way of comparing the
topographic features in Wang et al method. First, the distribution of terrain features do not characterise shape and geometrical distribution of a topographic label. So many regions in
image may have similar statistical distribution for terrain
features. Second the statistical distribution of terrain features
is not invariant to geometrical transformations. So simply
scale change between eye model and face image degrades the
eye detection performance.
In this paper we propose a matching algorithm for topographic features which is invariant to similarity transform. The
geometrical invariance simply can be extended to affine
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transform. We extract statistical features from each labelled
region in topographic map. Using the collection of extracted
features for all labels in topographic map we construct a
geometrically invariant features vector which describes image. In detection phase we compare the feature vector extracted from eye model with that of the face image to detect
eyes.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
explain methodology for eye detection. In Section 3 we present the result of experiments when the proposed method is
applied on face image. In this section we also compare the
proposed method with Wang et al [6] method. Finally we
draw the paper to conclusion in Section4.
2. METHODOLOGY
In this section we explain our method for representing an
image using topographic labels. We propose a method to
describe the labelled image using a feature vector which is
constructed from statistical invariant moments. In order to
detect eyes in the image we extract the pit points in the labelled image as candidates for centre of eye pattern. Then
using a Bayesian classifier we measure possibility that each
pair of candidate points being the centre of right and left
eyes in the image. The distance between feature vectors extracted from the models and test image is used for measuring the similarity between patterns. In the next subsections
we explain the proposed method in details.
2.1
Image representation using topographic labels
Using topographic models for representing images has been
reported in computer vision literature [7-9]. This method is
classified in appearance based category. The main advantage
of using topographic features for representation respect to
intensity is its robustness to lighting condition [9]. With
change in lighting condition such as lighting source direction and its power the appearance of eyes in an intensity
image totally changes. That is why an appearance based
method need many examples to model an object.
Consider a grey scale face image as a surface in 3D space
where x and y axes are along image dimensions. The value
of surface at pixel (x,y) is the pixel intensity f(x,y). Depending on the topographic property of surface at each pixel one
of twelve topographic labels in Figure 2 is assigned to the
pixel [7]. In order to label intensity image based on topographic property let us consider the input image as a continues function f(x,y). The topographic label at each pixel of
image is determined using first and second order derivatives
on surface f.
Considering the Hessian matrix of this function as follows:
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After applying eignvalue decomposition to the Hessian matrix we have:

             

(2)

Where    are the eigenvalues and    are the orthogonal eigenvectors.

Figure 2. Topographic labels (a) peak (b) pit (c) ridge (d) ravine(e)
ridge saddle (f) ravine saddle (g) convex hill (h) concave hill (i)
convex saddle hill (j) concave saddle hill (k) slop hill and (l) flat

Using the eigenvalues, eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix
and the vector of surface gradient   at each pixel the
topographic label at each pixel is determined. For instance a
pixel in the image takes the pit label if    ! and
both eigenvalues being positive. The similar conditions for
gradient but negative values for the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix indicate a peak label.
For further details on determining other topographic labels
one can refer to Ref [9]. It is worth to note that image noise
can cause an undesired result of topographic labelling. As
shown by Wang et al [6] a smoothing filter before topographic labelling provide more acceptable result. For this purpose we filter input image using a Gaussian kernel before the
labelling. The filter parameters should be selected based on
the size of interest pattern (eye) and the level of input noise.
However an extra-smoothing of intensity image causes missing some topographic features of the interest pattern.
The above procedure is defined for continues surfaces; for
digital images the continues derivatives of f must be estimated. We use a smoothed differentiation filter based on the
Chebyshev polynomials to estimate derivatives of surface
[10].
In this regard the p th and q th order derivative of f respect to
variables x and y respectively is estimated using the following formula:
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Where f(x,y) is the digital input image. Filters h(i,p) and
h(j,q) are kernels for estimation of function derivatives along
x and y directions respectivly using Chebyshev polynomials
[10].
Using the above strategy we label input image based on topographic labelling. Figure 3, 4 show the face and eye image
with the corresponding terrain map obtained from the topographic labelling. In order to detect eyes in face image we first
extract pit pixels in the labelled image. Each pit pixel is a
candidate for centre of eye. In order to find the place of true
eyes among the pit candidates in face image we describe
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image at each pit neighbourhood using a feature vector and
match with that of right and left eyes.
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In this regard the central moments of the region is given:
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From these moments Hu [11] extracted seven features which
are invariant to similarity transform. The features are defined
as follows :

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. (a) intensity image of face and (b) terrain map obtained
based on topographic labels
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Through experiments we found that five features among
twelve topographic features are more discriminative for eye
regions. Hence we describe an eye image using these labels:
ravine, convex hill, concave hill, convex saddle hill and
concave saddle hill (Figure 2). Using the above features we
construct a vector for an eye image including 35 features
denoted by V (seven features for each of five labelled regions).
2.2 Eye detection

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) intensity image of eye and (b) terrain map obtained
based on topographic labels

Wang et al [6] define a rectangular patch centred at each pit
pixel and describe the image patch using statistical distribution of labels in terrain map. Our preliminary experiments
showed that the extracted features are not discriminative
enough; so many false positives are resulted.
In this paper we describe the image patch at each pit using
invariant moments of regions in terrain map. The shape of
each labelled region in terrain map is described using two
invariant moments. Hu [11] introduced a set of features for
describing a region. These features are proven to be invariant
to similarity transformation. These features are defined based
on geometrical moments of region. Let us denote corresponding region to l th topographic label in image patch
by/0 . The (p+q) th geometrical moment this region is defined as follows:
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In training phase we collect three set of images corresponding to images of right eye, images of left eye and non-eye
images. The feature vectors extracted from images in each
training class is used to obtain a statistical model for the
class. We assume that distribution of training samples in each
class is a multimodal Gaussian function. Hence we have
three normal distributions FΣGHIJI  KGHIJI L , MFΣNHIJI  KNHIJI L
and MFΣOHIJI  KO HPQPL corresponding to right eye, left eye and
non-eye classes. Using the training image in each class covariance matrix R and mean vector m is estimated.
For a given face image after extracting topographic labels we
consider pixels with pit label as candidates for centre of eye.
For each pair of pit pixels with distance d we define two rectangular patches centred at pit pixels with size 0.4dS0.6d.
Images inside these patches are candidates for left and right
eyes. The size of examined patch is selected based on the
relative size of eyes and the distance between them. We describe the image in each patch using the defined feature vector. So a pair of vectors defines the left and right patch in a
candidate pair TU  TV .
Eye detection procedure is performed in two steps. First we
classify each image patch of a candidate pair into one of
three classes (left, right eyes and non-eye) using a Bayesian
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classifier. In other words, the Mahalanobis distance between
a test feature vector TW and the mean of each class is determined. The Mahalanobis distance between patch i ( i=L or R)
and class j ( j=L_eye, R_eye, N_eye) is defined as follows:


.+   FX. % 1+ L Σ-
Y FX. % 1+ L

(7)

The input patch takes label of the class with minimum distance from the patch.
For a pair of candidates as eyes we expect the left patch and
right patch being take the ZH[[ label and the /H[[ label
respectively. As in a face image more than one pair of candidate patches may pass this stage, we select only the one with
minimum distance to the eyes model as the eyes. The distance of a pair of patches to the eyes model is defined as:
"\.]  ^ __H`` >  aaH``

method are shown in Figure 5. This figure shows the results
of eye detection under partial occlusion (a),(b) ( by hair or
classes) , with head rotation (c),(d) and sever lighting condition(e) and closed eyes (f). As seen the method can successfully cope with lighting change and the head rotation. We
need to emphasis that the invariance property of topographic
label to lighting condition makes the method robust to illumination change. On the other hands using invariant features
to similarity transform enables the method to perform well
under head rotation.

(8)

3. EXPERIMENTS
We set an experiment to evaluate the performance of the
method proposed for eye detection. We used the 1300 face
images from XM2VTS database to test our method. For
training of the classifier we used 400 images of right and left
eyes and 600 images of non-eyes. The training faces are
different from test set. The database consists of colour images of faces which we convert them to greyscale images in
our experiment.
We provided the training images in our dataset by cutting
manually eye and non-eye regions from the face images. The
training set is grouped into left eye, right eye and non-eye
classes. To selected training images in non-eye class we first
label pixels in face images using topographic property. The
pixels with pit label which are out of eye regions are detected. We extracted a rectangular patch centred at each detected pit pixel from the above procedure. The parameters for
features in three clusters are estimated R+  1+ & 
{L_eye,R_eye, N_eye }.
We tested the proposed eye detection algorithm on 1300 face
images. In this experiment the proposed method based on
regional moments is compared to Wang et al [6] method.
Table 1 shows the result of eye detection for two methods.
As seen from the table detection rate for the proposed
method 8% higher than this rate for Wang et al [6] method.
A number of test images (some are not in XM2VTS database) in and the result of eye detection using the proposed

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(f)
(e)
Figure 5. Some face images and the detected positions as eyes

We also evaluated robustness of the proposed method in face
images taken in real scenes. The promising results confirmed
that our method is also successful in images with background. Figure 6 shows some sample results of eye detection
in images of this type. As seen from this figure, the position
of eyes has been successfully detected in different scenes.

Table 1. The performance of two eye detection methods
Method

Detection
rate

Fail to detect
one eye

Fail to detect
both eyes

Wang’s
method

82%

12%

6%

The proposed
method

90%

7%

3%

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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provided from this labelling are then describe using statistical
moments which are invariant to similarity transformation.
Using the topographic labelling made the proposed method
robust to illumination change. The experimental results also
show that the proposed method is invariant to head rotation.
This property is result of invariance of employed descriptors
to similarity transform.
(f)

(e)
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Figure 7. Two examples for which eye detector fails
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